Abstract -In order to evaluate the performance of third generation wideband mobile communication systems, radio channel models capable of handling non-stationary scenarios with dynamic evolution of multipaths are required, since stationary models with fixed number of paths and delay information will produce over-optimistic results. In this context arid due to the introduction of advanced antenna system to exploit the spatial domain, a M e r expansion is needed in order to also include the non-stationary spatial characteristics of the channel. In an attempt to solve these. problems, this paper presents a new stochastic spatio-temporal propagation model. The model is a combination of the Geometrically Based Single Reflection (GBSR) and the Gaussian Wide Sense Stationary Uncorrelated Scattering (GWSSUS) models, and is m e r enhanced in order to be able to handle nonstationary scenarios. The probability density functions of the number of multipath components, the scatterers' lifetime and the angle of arrival are calculated for this reason.
INTRODUCTION
The propagation models that have been developed until today to simulate the radio channel have evolved according to the needs of mobile communication systems. As a result, propagation models for first generation analogue systems considered the power and Doppler characteristics (of the radio signal. Second generation systems utilist: wideband digital modulation and this required an extension in order to include the temporal characteristics 'of the radio channel. Hence, models for second generation systems provide Doppler characteristics along with power delay profiles. It is almost certain, mainly due to strict frequency efficiency requirements, that emerging third generation systems will have to exploit more efficiently the spatial domain. Consequently, there is ourrently a demand for new models that will provide the required spatial and temporal information necessary for studying such systems.
Spatial-temporal models can be generally classified into two groups: deterministic and stochastic. With deteraninistic: models the channell impulse response is obtainled by tracing the reflectedl, diffracted, scattered and bransmitted through walls rdys, with the help of databases which provide infomation about the size and location of physical structures and furthermore the electromagnetic properties of their materials. Detenministic models have the advantage of the ability to provide acauate site specific and easily reproducible infomaation,, Stochastic models on the other hand describe characteristics of the radio channel by means of joint probability density functions. Statistical parameters employed i n such models are usually estimated from extensive measurement campaigns or inferred from geomtetrical assumptions. Stochastic models usually need less pmameters than the deterministic models, and they produce more general results given that many repetitions are performed.
DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL
The underlying concept behind the proposed radio c h a d model is graphically depicted in Figure 1 . The model is combination of two statistical channel models, the GWSSUS [l] and GBSR [2,3] channel models, and is extended to include temporal variations.
Since it is geometrically basecl, the signal statistics depend on the positions of the basestation, the mobile, the geomelxical distribution of the scatterers and the velocity of the mobile. In order to make the derivation of expre:ssions for the radio channel characteristics easier, two impontant assumptions are made by the GBSR channel models: First, that the signal undergoes only one reflection when it travels from the mobile station to the base station and then, that all the scatterers are confined within a scattering disc. With a GWSSUS model the scatterers are grouped into 14 clusters under the assumption that there is insignificant time dispersion in each of these clusters. The steering vector s due to multipaths from the @ cluster can be expressed in this case as the sum of all the contributions (K) from the scatterers within the P cluster.
Where: q is the amplitude and 5,. the The scatterers in this case are assumed to be isotropic reradiating elements with random complex scattering coefficients, (yet in practice it is rather difficult to assign realistic scattering coefficients). Nevertheless, the GBSR channel models don't provide information about the temporal evolution of the generated Channel Impulse Response (CIR), e.g. there is no relation between consecutive snapshots. Hence, the only way to employ these models, is to assume that consecutive CIRs are uncorrelated, which is an assumption far from reality. In order to relax problems associated with both propagation models, it is proposed in this paper to combine them by replacing the single scattering elements in the GBSR model with sub-clusters containing scattering elements that satisfy the GWSSUS channel assumptions - Figure 1 . In order to M e r enhance the flexibility of the model, time variations associated with the movement of the mobile are also considered. Although the proposed model is based on GWSSUS assumptions it produces non-stationary outputs, since in general, second order moments of the received signal change over time.
Generation algorithm
As mentioned above, each scatterer now constitutes a sub-cluster which includes a number of scatterers. The sub-clusters satisfy narrowband assumptions, i.e. the delay and angle spread are very small when compared with the time and space resolution of the employed system. For simplicity the sub-clusters will be also called scatterers in the remainder of the paper, unless otherwise stated Figure 1 shows the principle for the extension of the combined GBSR and GWSSUS models to include nonstationary scenarios. The mobile is located at the centre of the circular scattering area, (the cluster), and as it moves, so does the cluster. The scatterers remain at fixed locations and although they are uniformly placed throughout a bigger area (e.g. the whole cell), active scarterm are only those covered by the cluster. When the mobile moves, some new scatterers start to contriiute to the received signal (get into the cluster) and at the same time, some scatterers get out of the cluster or their multipath contributions fall below some power WindoW. The number of scatterers at a particular time instant is governed by a random process with Poisson distributed values (a proof is provided in Appendix). In essence, this process is similar to many other random processes, e.g. in biology, the number of particular bacteria in a given volume; in physics, the radioactive decay of a number of emitted alpha particles per time unit or the number of calls arriving within a certain time window in telephony.
The expected number of scatterers depends obviously on the area density of the scatterers and the cluster size, hence it changes for different types of environment.
Geometrical relationrr
According 
MULTIPATH COMPONENTS' LIFETIME
As the mobile travels, some scatlmrs move out of the chosen disc of scatterers while some others move in and as a result new multipath rays contribute to the received signal ( "multipath generation ' 3. Furthermore, multipath rays exist for a period of time t and then disappear ("multipath recombination"). Clearly, the duration t is a random variable described by some probability density function and it also depends ulpon the velocity V of the mobile and the scattering disc radlius R. In the case of a unifoirm distribution of scatterers, traces y of all the scatterers contributing to the ireceived signal cross the disc cliameter at a distance x fiom the centre of the disc - The mean of the multipath components' lifetime can be simply expressed now as:
A plot of the probability density function of the scatterers' lifetime is depicted in Figure 4 . It can be seen from Figure 4 and (13) that the pdf of the time duration approaches infinity for t = Z R N , i.e. when the diameter of the scattering cluster aligns with a trace of a scatterer. Nevertheless, this is not a problem because since the pdf is continuous the probability of such an event happenhg is zero. 
IV. DIFFERENT ENVIRONMENTS

SIMULATION RESULTS
A typical fading envelope as seen by one antenna element at the base station, is depicted in Figure 5 . In general, the received signal is spread across fbll Doppler range (-&-< f +f&-) and it is independent of the scattering cluster size, hence the fading ratio is similar for all channel types. However, the fading ratio is not fEed within a simulation run due to non-stationary properties of the model resulting fromdefined by (3)). It can be seen from the same figure that atz the fading ratio of the modulus of the steering vectors is slower. This is due to the minor angle spread that the multipath components undergo in the sub-clusters. The fading ratio of the steering vectors depends upon the distance from the mobile station. The closer the subcluster is to the mobile, the higher the fading ratio of the steering vector. Since the !presented model is driven by the GBSR assumptions, oither characteristics like: time spread, angle spread, and correlation functions between antenna elements remain essentially the same as for the GBSR channel model. 
VI. CONCLUSI(INS
The spatio-temporal propagation model proposed in this paper alleviates problems encountered in known statistical channel models. A hybrid approach which combines two classes of radio channel models, the GBSR and the GWSSUS, has been proposed in order to simultaneously exploit the: advantages and minimise the disadvantages of both classes of models. An extension to the proposed hybrid modlel includes the generation of consecutive snapshots baed on a moving scattering cluster. This extension introduces temporal characteristics to consecutive channel impulse responses and hence makes them correlated, which is more representative of reality. This allows also for direct calculation of the correlation functions, since complex envelopes are available. A further extension included in the proposed model is that the number of multipaths is no longer kept fixed as the mobile station moves but instead, it follows a ratndom process with Poisson distributed values. Clearly, the fully time variant channel impulse response generated by the model presented here is beneficial for many applications and in particular for assessing tracking algorithms for adaptive antenuas.
